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On essential variables of functions, especially in the algebra of logic

Current research in the theory of finite automata and deterministic
operators has led to problems concerning essential variables of functions
in the algebra of logic. In the present pa,per we give some results in this
direction. As it turns out, many of the proofs remain valid for arbitrary
functions.

Sor,ovrnv, [2]. has considered the problem how many essential variables
are preseryed if a constant value is assigned for some variable. He has

proved two theorems, one of which has been established also by LuraNov,

[1, pp. 95-97]. All these proofs make use of some intrinsic properties of
functions in the algebra of logic. By an argument of a more general character,

we proye two theorems which are extensions of SorovJnv's theorems for
arbitrary functions. This is done in section l.

fn section 2, we discuss the problem how the number of essential vari-
ables is reduced if some variables are identified. We prove two theorems.

One of them (theorem 3) deals u.ith arbitrary functions. In the other (theo-
rem 4) we show that in the algebra oflogic, for any function f of n essential

variables, there is a function of at least z-2 essential variables which is
obtained from / by identifying some of its variables.

Section 3 deals with the distribution of values of functions, all of whose

variables are essential. We prove a theorem which strengthens the well-
known »fundamental lemma» of JenroNsr<ri, ;3, pp. 6s-70].

l. Let $il, , . . . , Mn denote the set of
product l,[r x ... x Mn of non-empty
non-empty set Jv''. Assume M', is a

1 ) . , rL. Then, for any function

f(*r, . . .,nn) e 8L,,...,Mn,

we denote by f(Mr,...,M:) the set of values assumed by f(*r,...,nn)
when, for d,:1,...,n, the variable r, is restricted to the set Mi.
A function f(rr,,.., fi,,...,rn) d,epends essentially on the aariable fii
(or ri is an essenti,al cariable of this function) if there are sets M;, i :
lr...rz, suchthat

f(Mr,...,M; ,.-.,M:)

functions mapping the Cartesian

sets Mr, i:12.o.r%, intoa
non-empty subset of M r, i -
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cont,ains at least two elements and every M'r, i + j, contains only one
element.

Theorem 1. Let the function f(rr,...,nn) € $il, ,...,Mn d,epend, es-

sentially on all of its n uariables, n 2 2. Then there 'is an ind,er j anil
an element c € Mi suclu that the functi,on

f(rr,, . ., frj-r, c,fri1r, ., .,fin)

d,epend,s essentiaily on all of its n - | uariables.
Proof . For n, : 2, the asserbion foliows by the definition of essential

variables. (In fact, rve Ina,y chocse j : I or j : 2.) We, therefore, assume

that n > 2.

Because / depends es:entially on the variable rr, rve have

f(a1, az, . . ., an) * f(ar, il2,. . ., a,,),

for sorne cl'reMr, and a,CMr, 'i,:1,,,,,n, Hence, the function

f (x, , ct., , . . . , CLn) dependr eisenbially on the variable trl. I.e., lle have
replaced vt, - | r'ariables of ./ by constants (eleraents of the sebs 11[t)

in such a \vay that / depenC.l elsentiaily on ihe ren:lirrirlg variable.
We ahall ncu. :nake the follorvirg hvpcihesis of in,lLrction: u'e have

replaeed it - lt r.ariabler of .f, L < h 4n - 1, by ccnstanis ör in such
a lvay that / cle;r:nds e;sentiallv on the rem:r,ining ll; variablei. By u
suitable renumbering of tire variable:, we m&y &3sume that tirey are the
first Å r.,aliables. i.e. the functiolr

lr(*,,,...,frt") :.f(:rr, . tfrh,åo-r, ...,b,,)

depends essentially on all of its Å r.ariaLrles.
Let l, l; 1- L { I I n, be the number clefiuecl as follol's: for sorne

elenrents t;e l[;, h + L < i < 1,,

(t) f(*r,...,frk,c*.,-t ;...,ct-t,ct,bt.rt b") 
=.f-r(.t,, 

.. .,.ur)

'wlrereas, for all elements li e Mi, k + I < i < l, - l,

(2) f{xr,.. .fit .?Jr"*t,...,At-r,br,...,b*):ft(rr....,r").
Srrcir a n'amlrer I exists belanse, otherwise, ;[ r,r,oulcl depend essentially
on the vai'iables frt , .. , ru only. The function

(3) /r(", , . . , frt" , rt) : f (r," , . . . , frh , cro+r , . . . , ct-t , ftt , bt+t , . . . , bn)

depends e:sentially on all of its å f 1 variables. In fa:',, by (:) and (1),

and 
.fr(*r,...,ffk,br):f,,(*,,,...,frn)
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Hence, (3) defines a function of k I I essential variables which is obtained

byreplacing n - (k f 1) variables of / by conetants. Theproofoftheorem
I is completed by induction.

Theorem I impiies that it is always possible to replace n - 2 variables

of / by constants in such a way that the resulting function d'epends es-

sentially on both of the remaining variables. The following theorem gives

a stronger result.
Theorem 2. Let f (*, , . . . , nn) be as in the preceed,ing theorent. Then for

a'nA F,, l{p,!n, there'isa u+pt and, n-2 constantssuchthati'f the

aariables of f clistinct from r, and, nu are replaced, by these constants then

the resulting functian d,epends essentially on both of its uariables.

Proof . Without loss of generality, we let P: I because u'e may, if
necessaly, transpose the indices p, and 1. As in the proof of the preceeding

theorem,'r,r,-efirst determine constants a;, i:2,,, ,fr, suchthat the

function

depends estentially ol1 frt. \\-e Cefir.e l,

f (*,, , c', , , Cl , Qt+t

i=t,
, c[rr) =r f ,@r)(1)

(5) f (*, , uz Ut-t, at, , 0rr) : ,f t@r)

(6)

Then it is a ccnsequence of (1) and (5) that the function

fr(*, , n) : f (r, , cz' , CLn)

satisfies the requirements of the theorem, i.e. w-e may choose r, : l. Thus"

theorem 2 follows.
It is obvious that if we chooEe ttco arhitrary variables r, and r,, then

we do not always find rz - 2 constants such that u.'hen the variables of /
distinct, from r, and r, are replaced by there constants then the resulting

function depends essentially on both fi,, and r,,. Even t'he weaker state-

ment obtained, from theorem 2 by changing the order of quanti,fication of p ancl,

z is false. This is shown in [2]. We give the following more general counter-

example.
Consider the Eet

where each of the rets Mr,...,Mn,N ccntains at least two element's.

Choose two elements, denoted ty 0 and 1, frcm each of the rets .n![1 , . . . ,

Mn,N and denote by flli) scme fixed fur:cticn in $il,, i : L,...,4,
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which interchanges the elements 0 and t. We now define by the following
equations a function / belonging to the set (6):

f(rr,0,0,r+):n7,
f(*r,0,1,fra) :fr4,
f(*r,1,0,frE) :*f),
f(rr,l,L,rE) - *f),
f(0,ur,rs,0) :frz,
f(0,rr,ru,l) :fis,
f(l , r, , rr,0) - *?) ,

f(L , rr, fis, L) : *tr) ,

f(*r, *, , fr* , fr4) : tt, otherwise .

It is easy to check that no contradiction arises in this definition, i.e. there
is no argument for which / has been defined twice. X'urthermore, f de-
pends essentially on all of its four variables. But, for any constants o and
ä, both f(rt,a,b,ru) ar.d f(a,12, rr, ö) depend essentially on one variable
only. It is not possible to construct a 3-place function u.hich lvould provide
a similar counter-example.

We note, finally, that the conyerse of theorem 2 holds, u,hereas the
conlrerse of theorem I is false.

2. We denote

t,: 3 ti, ..,,n:L rz copies

where A is a set containing at least two elements. Following [3]. we also
denote 8A: t#h if A is a finite set of cardinality k. The set $, is
termed the set of functions in the algebra of logic.

Any function, obtained from a given function f(rr,...,nn) e 8e
by identifying some of its variables, is called a d,iagonalization of f. In
this section, we consider the problem whether essential variables are pre-
served in diagonalizations. If za is less than or equal to the cardinality of
.4 (denotedbycard (,4)), wemay choose n distinctelements a.,. . ., an e A
and define a function / as follows:

f(ar,...,ao):at,
.f(rr,. . .,fro) : a2, otherwise .

Clearly, / depends essentially on all of its z variables. But all diagonali-
zations of f arc constants (: az). Hence, we haye the following
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Theorem 3, ?or a,rLA n ( card (A), there is an n-place function f e t"
such that afi aariables of f are essential and, eaery d,i,agonali,zation of f is a
constant.

Theorem 3 shows that, in general, essential variables can be preserved
in diagonalizations only in the case lhat n; card(.4). we shall now con-
sider functions in the algebra of logic. It is well-known that every function
in the algebra of logic can be uniqueiy expressed as a polynomial modulo 2.
All variables appearing in this polynomial representation are essentiar.

A linear polynomial of z variables possesses diagonalizations of at
most z - 2 variables. Similarly, the polynomial nfiz * nzns * rrr, does
not possess diagonalizations of two variables. Hence, given a function /
of z essential variables in the algebra of logic, one can not always find a
diagonaiization of / which possesses n - | essential variables. However,
as shown in our next theorem, a diagonalizalion of n - 2 essential variables
can always be found.

Theorem 4. Xor any function in the algebra of logic Ttossessing n (> Z)
essential aariables, there is a d,iagonalization possessing at least n - 2 es-
sential aariables.

Given an arbitrary function in the algebra of logic, we denote by p
the polyzromial representing it. We shall first prove the following

Lemma. If p contains aconjuncti,onof rank >_ B then,for sonle i, and, j,
(7) p: n;nio1l riozl r,or|- o4

where e,ither a1 contains a term which is both i,n 02 and, as or gr contains
a term which i,s neither in a, nor in as.L

Proof. We choose from p a conjunction b such that p contains
no conjunction of a rank higher than the rank of b. By renumbering the
variables, we may assume

b:irfi2...16
where k > 3. Consider the following conjunctions:

b1:rrrrrn...fik,
b2:rrrrro...frh,
b3:rrrsr^,,,rt,

ff at least two of them, say b1 and bz, are contained in p, then we
choose i: 2 and j :3 and obtain an equation (7) where the first alter-
native for 01 is satisfied. If at least two of them, say b2 and br, are

I The notion of rank is dofined in [3, p.
eancellation) are allowed on the right, side
pansion of ,p in the variables n; and fri.

22). I{o sup3rfluous terms (subject to
of the equation (7) which is the ex-
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missing from p, then we choose i : I and i : 2 and obtain an equation

(7) where the second alternative for G1 is satisfied. This proves our lemma.

Proof of tlue main theorem. The assertion is trivial for n : 2. we assume

the assertion holds for n I'tn(>3).Let p be the polynomial represent-

ing an arbitrary given function of zz essential variables. we reparate two

c&ses.

cq,se 7. p contains at least one conjunction of rank 2 3. we choose

variables t; and tri as in the lemma and write p in the form (7)' Next',

we define polynomials cr , . . . , cz as follows:

c1 consists of terms common to or, o, and or.

c;, i : 2,3, consists of those terms common to 01 and o; which

are not in c1.

cn consists of those terms commorl to 0, and o, which are not in cr'

cn+u i : 1,2,3, consists of the remaining terms in G;'

Hence,

(8) 
p - rini(h + cz * cs * cs) + n'(ct

rj(cr+c3+c+*cr)

According to the choice of ni and fri ,

(9) crtcs*0.
we now form a diagonalization p' by identifying r; and a1. clearly,

F' : rr(crt c, + co * cr) * oe.

We denote

c':cz*cs-lca
ancl refer to the variables r,vhich appear in C' but do not apf ear elset'here

in p as (-aariables. If r is the number of ö-variables then, b;- the choice

of the polynomials c;, P' possesses m - (r f 1) essential variables. Hence,

if r:0 or r: 1 we obtain the required diagonalization bf identifying

ri afud fii.
We, therefore, assume that, r 2 2. (Clearly, r { ttt' - 2') Our in-

ductive assumption implies that we may identify some i-r'ariables in
such a way that, after the identification, the resulting polynomial con-

tains at least r - 2 (-variabies. (In this identification, some variables

other than (-variables may vanish from c'.) This identification gives

the required diagonalization because no variables other than f-variables
vanish from p. In particular, by (8) and (9), h arrd ni are preserved'

cose 2. p contains only conjunctions of ranks t and 2. If p is linear

we may identify any two variables. Otherwise, we choose some non-Iinear

term, say trrr, attd write

+cz*ca*co)+
+ aa.
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F : rfiz* rr(br * br) * rz(br * br) * ön

where br, bz, b3 are linear and b, and ba do not contain commorl
terms. We separate three subcases.

Subcase 2a. br contains at least trvo variables v,hich do not appea,r
elsewhere in p. We may identify any two such variables.

Bubcase 2b. Every variable o6 br appears also elsewhere in p. In
this case, we identify m, and rr.

Subcase 2c. b1 contains exactly one variable, say rr, which does not
appear elseu.here in p, We identify first r, and rr. If the resulting polv-
nornial depends on the variable identified u,e have finished the proof.
Otherwise, p is of one of the forms

p - :y1r:z * rJrB + l) + ,n2xs * b4

:. p : fi{tz t trfrs * mz(r,:+ 1) + b4.

fn tlre fornr:r ca,le, \rie identif,r. *:, aucl rr. in the latter, x, and rr.
\\lg hp-1:e. thu,i. cornpleteri the induction. (In fart,. the inductive assur1l1]-

tion rras not useil irr case 2.) Tiris prove: theorem 4.

The proof is easier in sorne special cases as, for. instance, if p contains
some conjunction of rank ] ii - 3. It is also easv to see that the statement
anal;3ous to theorern:l is false lbr ciiagonalizations of functions in the alge-
lrra cf logic. In fac-t, if u'e choo.se sorne rar.iable r,, it may happen that.
for" any otiu't variable 2,.. the ilia-gonalization obtained by identifying r,,
attil :tr,, is a corrstani.

3. J.tsroxsnrY has proved irr [3, pp. 68-70] the follorving

Fundamental lemma. Let f(rr. . , t,,) € Bu (I' 2 3) d,epenel essenti«,lly
on qt [eost tuo taricttlr:s oncl qssurne I > 2 ruhtes. Then there are sets (];.

i:1,...,?1, each conte,ining at most tu;o elen'rctlt.c su.ch that the set

f (G, , . . . , G.) cotttui.ns cLt least three elentents.
This iemma is an c.fficient tool in estal;lishing conrpleteness criteria for

sets of frurctions o\-er a finite domain. and in s,orne analogous probleins.
\Ye shall nory extend the lemnra to arbitrar5r;ets S, shere card(,{) } B"

tr'urthermore, u,.e strengtiretr it Jtv constructirig tlie sets Gl in such a \\-a-v-

tirat an arbitrary preassigned value of the ftrnrrtion / is includeci in the set

f(Gr,...,(],).
Theorem 5. Let card(.4) 23 a'nd, ,f(xr,.. ,t,,) e $u d,e.pend, essentiaily

on at least ttao uariables attd assl,cme at l,etr,st three ,ualues and. let a be one of
theseaalues.Thentherearesets GtC1,, i] : I,.. ,tL, eachcons,isting of
at most huo elements such that f (G, , . . . , Gn) contr.ti.tts at least three el,ements,
one of which is a.
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Proof. We first choose elements (Lt,...,aoe A such that

f(or,"',a.):a'
Let U be the set of z-tuples (ur,...,2,) where,fot n -1 elements

'ui , lli: ctt, ä,\d. t]ne nth element zi is arbitrary € .4. Denote bV f Q)
the set of values assumed by / when its argument, is restricted to the ele-

ments of U. Clearly, aefp). We may assume t'haf fp) contains an

element b + a. For if all elements in U satisfy the equation

f(ur,...,'tto): a

then our original n-ltple (*, , ' . . , a*) may be replaced by any element'

in U. Then, for every z-tuple in U, we form the set, of z-tuples differ-
ing by at most one coordinate from the given n-ttpLe and, if necessary,

continue the process. Because / does not assume the constant value &

we obtain an element ä as required. By a suitable renumbering of the

variables, we may assume that

a, - f(or r. . . t &n-t, &n) * f(ar, .. . t &n-t, br) : b

In what follows, we separate cases and subcases.

Case 7. There is an n-tuple (cr,,...,c,) whera co:ctn or cn:bn
such that

f(cr,...,c*) *a,b.

(10)

(rr)

Then, by (10), wo may choose Gr :
Gn - {o,,b"}.

. . , U*) where Un : an or ln : bn,

f(Yr,...,U"): a ot f(Y,,,-..,A): b .

Subcase 2a. ALI values assumed by / can not be represented in the form

f (or, " 'tLn-t rfrn)

where 14 runs through the elements of ,4. This implies that there is a

d € ,4 such that, for some z-tuple (d', , . . . , dn),

and, for every n-tuple (a, ) t &n-l , frn) ,

'ran-Lrfrn)+d

I{ence, by (10), d * a,b. By the assumption of case 2, d* * an.bn.

Denote
e:f(arr...ran-trdr).

According to the definition of d, e + d.

f (o, ,
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If e: a we choose G;:{ai,d,i}, for ,i:1,...,tu-1, and G^:
{b" , d"},

If e*a wechoose Gi:{a1 ,d,r}, for i:1,...,71.
Subcase 2b. All values assumed by / can be represented in the form

(11). Hence, there are at,Ieast three distinct values of the form (I1).
There is an z-tuple (h, , . . . , h,) such that

(12) h' : f(% 2 . .. 1e,n_1,h^) +f(hr,. . .,ho_t,h^) : h

because, otherwise, / would depend essentially on the last variable only.
Suppose a : h or a, : h'. By the assumption of subcase 2b, there is

an element h^ e A such that

f(or, . . ., dn-t,to) + h,h'
By (L2), we may choose G;:{a;,hi}, foli:1,...,tu-!, and
G, : {h,, h;\.

Suppose a*h,h'. Then we may choose G;-{ai,hi}, for i-
Tr... rtu,

Thus, we have completed the proof of theorem 5 in all cases.
fn general, it is not possible to construct the sets G; in such a way that

two arbitrary preassigned values of the function f are included in the set

f(Gr, ... ,G").Thus, a further strengthening of the fundamental lemma in
this direction is not possible. \Ire shall finally mention a consequence of
theorem 5 which can be proved by an easy induction. (Cf. the proof of con-
sequence I in [3, p. 70].)

Theorem 6. Let card(.4) )3 and, f(*,,,...,r)e 8e d,eltend, essen-

tially on at leust two uariables and, asslrme at least r ! 2 aa,lues and, let
dt, . . ., A, be some ofthese aalues. Thenthere are sets Gi C A, i : 1, . . ., %,

each consist'ing of at m,ost r I I elements such that f(Gr, . . ., Go) conta,ins
at least rl2 elements, includ,,ing the elements al ,...,o,,
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